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Over the past 20 years the academic study of screen music has become an increasingly established field. Following the publication of Claudia Gorbman's groundbreaking *Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music* (1987) a substantial body of scholarship has emerged that explores music and the moving image using a variety of methodological approaches. The marked expansion of articles, books, anthologies and journals suggests that the study of screen music continues to move from the margins to the mainstream.¹ However, almost all extant work considers the role of music in *film*. Other media, such as television, are largely ignored despite clear cultural impact and ubiquity. Recent publications and work in progress suggest this is changing, but, for the moment, the study of television music remains something of a scholarly blind spot.²

The reasons for this *lacuna* are complex. A recurrent argument proposes that, in comparison to cinema which requires sustained and intense concentration, broadcast television is regulated by the limited attention span of the viewer. In the now classic work, *Visible Fictions* (1992), John Ellis explains that, when watching television, the spectator ‘glances rather than gazes at the screen; attention is sporadic rather than sustained’.³ He also outlines how broadcast TV ‘offers a small image of low definition, to which sound is crucial in holding the spectator’s attention’.⁴ One could speculate that Ellis’s perception of low-definition and smaller TV images will

---
¹ For example, four new journals focusing on screen music and/or sound have appeared in recent years. These include in order of first appearance: *The Journal of Film Music* (International Film Music Society), *Music, Sound and the Moving Image* (University of Liverpool Press), *Music and the Moving Image* (University of Illinois Press) and *The Soundtrack* (Intellect).
² Recent publications that challenge the undervaluing of television in screen music studies include Kevin Donnelly's *Film and Television Music: The Spectre of Sound* (London, 2008). Donnelly explores the role of music in television continuity segments as well as in television drama. One might also point to the current lack of work on videogames, music and sound in websites, or mobile media. A starting-point is Paul Hoffert’s *Music for New Media* (Boston, MA, 2007).
⁴ Ibid.
be transformed in an era where widescreen TV and high definition broadcasting are becoming more prevalent, but his concept of sound as fundamental to the impact of television suggests its importance as a point of study. A similar idea is posited by Kevin Donnelly who observes that music in television is the ‘prevailing agent of control’, and, because audiences often do something else while the television is on, ‘[w]e listen to television sometimes more than we watch it’.

What these writers highlight, of course, is that television is principally a domestic medium, and it is this very domesticity that provides a unique perspective. Despite increased globalization, TV remains distinctly ‘national’ in the sense that British television represents a different domestic audience and sociocultural viewpoint than, for example, French television. As Ellis observes, ‘Broadcast TV is the private life of a nation-state, defining the intimate and inconsequential sense of everyday life’. Accordingly, television tends to adjust itself towards its audience in order to ‘include the audience’s own conception of themselves into the texture of its programmes’. As a tool for social and cultural research, therefore, television provides extraordinary potential for understanding the role that music has in shaping its audience and how music is in turn is shaped by its audience.

However, one of the principal challenges in the study of television music is simply accessing materials for study. Although DVDs of some TV series are widely available, other source materials are not easy to locate. Individual broadcasters, such as the BBC, hold archives of their materials but these are not always readily available. Older programmes are especially hard to trace given that the use of videotape for archival purposes only began to gain momentum from the mid-1970s onwards, coupled with the notion that television might be more than an ephemeral medium with long-term value in terms of heritage and culture. Owing to the vast amount of content that is broadcast a policy of selective archiving is generally unavoidable. Therefore, the study of a long-running television programme – as is my focus here – presents significant challenges in terms of access, even to the primary texts. Once physical materials have been accessed by the individual researcher, however, there still remains the problem of allowing others to hear and see it. For the purposes of this chapter, permission was requested to stream video examples via the Internet, but this was not granted: ‘We are in a position at the moment where we cannot allow BBC identifiable footage to appear on websites.’ While the rights of copyright-holders must, of course, be protected, the development of the field is dependent on the ability to access materials in order to see and hear what scholars discuss. Distribution mechanisms and copyright law, to some extent, define the type of scholarship that takes place. As Katharine Ellis points out, ‘musical research on

---

5 Donnelly, The Spectre of Sound, p. 111.
6 Ibid.
7 Ellis, Visible Fictions, p. 5
8 Ibid., p. 115.
9 See, for example, the BBC archive at: <http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive> (accessed June 2007).
10 E-mail from Christopher Gibson to author, BBC Motion Gallery, 2 June 2008.
the internet is straitjacketed by licensing anachronism, ill-defined and inadequate legal exemptions, and a species of risk-aversion that stems from fear – among researchers and publishers alike – of becoming a legal test case'. However, we live in an increasingly digitally mediated world, and numerous digitization projects undertaken by broadcasters and other bodies are bringing about change that will eventually serve the field well in the future.

This essay will examine the opening title music for the long-running British television debate programme Question Time which was first broadcast in 1979. The Question Time theme music was originally composed by Stanley Myers (1930–93) and, to date, has been changed on four occasions. However, instead of commissioning successive new themes, Myers's musical material has been used as the basis for ‘reinvention’. In essence the same piece of music has survived since 1979, but has received differing interpretations and arrangements. If invention is the construction of that which has not existed before, the term ‘reinvention’ suggests recasting something familiar into a different – but equally original – form. Terms such as ‘sequel’, ‘adaptation’ or ‘remake’ do not seem appropriate, largely because of their association with film or literary theory, but also because they tend to focus on the idea of fixed texts at fixed points in history (for example, Hitchcock and Gus van Sant's versions of Psycho in 1960 and 1998 respectively). The danger in this approach, as Constantine Verevis has shown, is that most critical accounts highlight a one-way process, a movement ‘from authenticity to imitation, from the superior self-identity of the original to the debased resemblance of the copy’. But a long-running television programme – particularly one that receives a weekly broadcast, is concerned with topical issues and is constructed by its audience – is always in a state of reinvention, evolving through a feedback loop with the public. Value judgements about fidelity and/or originality in comparison to the source text would obscure understanding of what actually takes place when a work is changed, such as the social and cultural forces that shape the act of reinvention. The term ‘reinvention’, therefore, attempts to ascribe an appropriate level of importance to later text(s) which may well be just as creative and indeed ‘original’ as the

12 In the UK bodies such as the British Universities Film and Video Council (BUFVC) is a representative body which promotes the production, study and use of moving image, sound and related media in higher education and research.
13 The website for Question Time contains some details about its history and some classic editions can be streamed. See: <http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/question_time/default.stm> (accessed June 2007).
14 Myers reveals his musical background in an interview on the CD Stanley Myers: The Deer Hunter and Other Themes (Milan 73138–35939–2). He began his musical career playing piano for cabaret shows, in bars, and as a rehearsal pianist. He is best known as a film composer for his work with Stephen Frears.
15 Constantine Verevis, Film Remakes (Edinburgh, 2006), p. 58.
primary text within their particular context. Furthermore, although we can select as an object of study any discrete moment in the history of Question Time, we must always understand this as part of a process of continuous evolution. Reinvention reflects a desire to reread or, as Leo Braudy observes, to ‘believe in an explicit (and thematized) way that the past reading was wrong or outdated and that a new one must be done’. In long-running television programmes, those moments when a new version must be done are like nodes reflecting the build-up of cultural, social, technological or political change.

Through an examination of the transformation of the Question Time theme this chapter will illustrate how the evolution of musical materials not only reflects societal change, but also parallels the shifting British political spectrum, from the right-wing Thatcherite government of the 1980s to the centre-left (New) Labour government of the late 1990s onwards. This evolution also highlights changing features of television scoring practice during the same period, including developments in music technology. Inevitably, there are issues of taste to consider, but, as Pierre Bourdieu has shown, taste is not pure or innocent. Aesthetic choices are fundamental to the societal frameworks that encase them, including – I would argue – political frameworks. What this chapter hopes to show is that the study of television music raises new questions for screen music studies generally. These include the contrasts between ephemerality and longevity, the problem of sources, the social significance of music and moving image, and the interaction between music and political context.

**Question Time: The First Broadcast**

Hello, and here we are for the first of our weekly Question Times with an audience in a South London theatre which has been specially converted for television; that’s to say the theatre has been specially converted not the audience, the audience are much the same people as they were when they came in. They are what’s described in TV circles as ‘real people’ to distinguish them from people who work in television. We don’t claim them to be a scientific cross-section of the British nation but they are a very good collection, a wide-ranging collection from a broad variety of groups, organizations and institutions, and to answer their topical questions I’ve got a pretty rich mixture of personalities here with me …

---

18 Robin Day’s introduction to the first broadcast of Question Time, BBC 1, 25 September 1979.
So began Robin Day’s introduction to the first broadcast of Question Time on 25 September 1979. Although originally designed to fill a gap in the schedule, it has since become one of the most popular and enduring television programmes in the United Kingdom, offering the British public a unique opportunity to challenge leading decision-makers on contemporary issues. The format is simple and has remained unchanged since 1979. A panel consisting primarily of politicians, but which may also include newspaper editors, authors, religious leaders – anyone who is perceived to have an influence on the way nation and society is shaped – is asked questions by an audience representing a cross-section of British society. The panel is given no advance warning of the questions that will be put to them, but due to the topical nature of the programme a detailed knowledge of current affairs and of party policy (where relevant) is essential. For the first broadcast the panel comprised Michael Foot (Deputy Leader of the Labour Party), Teddy Taylor (former Conservative Scottish Office minister), Edna O’Brien (novelist) and Derek Worlock (Archbishop of Liverpool).

Question Time generates the kind of debate that might take place in the House of Commons or the House of Lords, but the principal difference is that the public are central to the discussion and can directly hold their elected representatives to account. In his book Radio, Television, and Modern Life, Paddy Scannell recognizes a distinct form of connection in the talk show where the viewer is ‘invited in’ as a central aspect of its sociability. The studio audience plays a vital role and is ‘placed directly in the television studio as joint author of the text’. Along with the presenter, the studio audience act as substitute for the absent or ghost audience who are at home and generate an experience of togetherness. In the case of Question Time, that studio audience literally acts as a microcosm of the nation, diverse in its

19 Robin Day (1923–2000) originally trained as a barrister, but after only a short period in practice he moved into journalism working initially for ITN and latterly for the BBC. In 1959 he stood as Liberal candidate for Hereford in the general election but failed to get into parliament. Alongside Question Time he also presented Panorama, and on radio was presenter of The World at One. He was widely regarded as one of Britain’s finest political interviewers and was knighted in 1981. His autobiography is entitled Day by Day: A Dose of My Own Hemlock (London, 1975).

20 Conservative politician Boris Johnson (then the Shadow Minister for Higher Education but currently Mayor of London) seemed to be unaware of this in a broadcast on 8 July 2004 as he came unstuck while trying to bluff his way through a question about the government decision to admit Yusuf Al Qaradawi into the United Kingdom to speak on behalf of the Muslim Brotherhood. Johnson’s lack of knowledge about the subject – he was unaware of his own party’s stance and later admitted being too complacent to have read the newspapers before the broadcast – and his attempt to charm his way around a question about the incitement of racial hatred simply confirmed his reputation as a likeable buffoon.


political views, gender, race, age and socioeconomic structure. It is unsurprising, therefore, that Robin Day’s comments – as well as an extended camera pan of the entire auditorium – firmly establish the importance of the studio audience from the very outset. If it is true that a fundamental duty of citizenship within democracies is for individuals to form an opinion about public affairs and to express that opinion at the ballot box, televisation generally – and programmes such as *Question Time* specifically – make an important contribution to the democratic process. Furthermore, direct contact between decision-makers and ‘real’ people has contributed to the programme’s lasting appeal.

Any UK citizen of voting age can apply to attend a broadcast, and all audience members are invited to submit potential questions. The programme-makers select the shortlist of questions, depending on what they perceive to be of greatest national interest that particular week. The panellists’ responses are interspersed with comments from the audience, and anybody who wishes to speak need only raise their hand in order to attract the attention of the chairperson. The programme is recorded live at around 20:30 GMT each Thursday and then broadcast at 22:35. The reason for not broadcasting live at 22:35 is ‘to limit inconvenience to spectators and guests – enabling them to appear on the programme at locations across the country and still return to their homes at a reasonable hour – and therefore maximize the number of leading politicians and political commentators willing to take part’. The recording is completed in a single take, precisely as if it were broadcast live, and any text messages sent in when the programme is broadcast are live responses to the guests’ remarks. The discussion can vary from the intelligent and incisive to the frivolous and partisan. It may not quite accomplish the undistorted participatory communication between citizens that scholars such as Habermas believe to be the fundamental basis for a democracy, but it is as free a debate as the mechanics of making a popular television programme will allow, and *Question Time* remains the only regular forum on UK television where senior politicians are challenged by ordinary members of the public, at times with extraordinary consequences.

---

23 The one exception to the age limit is the annual *Schools Question Time* where pupils are nominated by schools around the country and those selected join the production team and help make a special edition of the programme. This is a good way of engaging Britain’s youth in political debate.


26 For example, in an appearance in April 1983, Francis Pimm, then foreign secretary, stated that the Conservatives would not win the forthcoming general election by a landslide and that, in any case, landslide victories never produced effective government. His boss Margaret Thatcher disagreed and he was summarily sacked. Likewise, in 2001 First
This format seems perfectly natural to UK audiences today, but this was not the case in the late 1970s when politicians rarely engaged with the public in such a direct manner. In that same first broadcast, for example, the novelty and awkwardness is in constant display and delightfully illustrated as one audience member tries and fails to ask the final question of the evening.

Robin Day: Well, we’ve got two or three minutes more on this enjoyable programme and I am going to call Mrs Dorothy Clark who has got, I think, a short question for us which will reveal what our guests are really like … Mrs Dorothy Clark … housewife … are you there?

Dorothy Clark: Which question?

Robin Day: You had a short one I think about … about the team …

Dorothy Clark: About the beer?

Audience laughter.

Robin Day: About the what?

Dorothy Clark: (searching in handbag) … Oh, I’m doing the wrong thing, aren’t I?

Robin Day: No, no, no, you’re … you just ask whatever you’d like to ask, but not a long political question.

Dorothy Clark: (searching through bits of paper and in realization) … Oh!

Robin Day: You had one at the end, I think I remember, you had two or three … I thought you wanted to ask one which … how are you doing there? … what have you got in that handbag?

Audience laughter.

Robin Day: Well while you’re waiting I’ll tell you what it was, it was: what does the team like doing on a night out?

Dorothy Clark: Oh, what does the team like …

Robin Day: Yes, we’ve got that.

Minister of Scotland, Henry McLeish, resigned shortly after his appearance on Question Time after he was challenged about allegations that he sub-let part of his constituency office, which was funded by the taxpayer; the scandal became known as ‘Officegate’.
With historical hindsight, presenter Robin Day’s comment about ‘this enjoyable programme’ and the indication that the question will ‘reveal what our guests are really like’ seems naïve and patronizing. But, interestingly, Michael Foot finds this line of questioning uncomfortable: ‘That’s not going to be revealed on *this* kind of programme’ (my italics). Foot’s lack of comprehension about the relevance of his personal interests was not an uncharacteristic view for the time and represents a genuine concern about individual privacy versus public duty, as well as the value of serious political discussion as mediated through television. This same concern is reflected in the fact that it was not until 1989 that House of Commons debates were first televised in the United Kingdom.27 Today, however, political life is constituted through its total immersion in a media-dominated world, and a contemporary, media-savvy audience is much better informed. In short, political debate has changed, the way politicians relate to the public and the media has changed, and – following that notion to its logical conclusion – the nature of democracy has changed. If, as Fiske and Hartley suggest, television is a social ritual in which ‘our culture engages in order to communicate with its collective self’,28 then *Question Time* has consistently projected, represented and reflected an image of the British public back to itself.

**Invention/Reinvention**

It is interesting to note that musical reinventions of the *Question Time* theme have occurred principally at moments when a new prime minister takes office (see Fig. 3.1). The programme itself was created only months after Margaret Thatcher came to power and the music remained unchanged throughout the ten years in which she was prime minister, despite the fact the title graphics were revised on three occasions during this period.29 The music was reinvented shortly after John Major and Tony Blair took office in 1989 and 1997 respectively. In 2006 – and with delicious irony – the music pre-empted Gordon Brown’s premiership, which is something he had himself been doing for a number of years.30

---

29 Although there is no evidence that the new government played any part in encouraging the birth of debate programmes such as *Question Time*, television coverage of the 1979 election campaign was particularly intense. All three major parties held daily press conferences and Thatcher worked especially hard to provide the media with photo opportunities. Curiously, however, she refused to appear on the programme *Weekend World* in a debate with Labour leader James Callaghan and Liberal leader David Steel. *Weekend World*, broadcast on ITV, ran from 1972 to 1988 and was presented by Brian Walden.
30 The origins of the tensions between Blair and Brown are neatly explored by James
The change that took place in 1994, however, seemed to coincide with the arrival of the new presenter, David Dimbleby. It has proved challenging to identify who arranged this version, but of all the reinventions this is by far the closest to Myers’s original. In fact, apart from an additional introductory bar and a slightly tighter performance, the ensemble, instrumentation and orchestration are exactly the same as the original. In comparison to the other versions this is not so much a reinvention as a rerecording, reflecting a shift from analogue to digital recording technology from the late 1970s to the mid-1990s. The sound quality is punchier and the bass sound, in particular, is more heavily compressed. This return to the original version could also be understood as an attempt by the programme-makers to generate a link to between the new presenter David Dimbleby and the first presenter Robin Day. The gravitas that Day naturally commanded seemed to elude Peter Sissens’s chairmanship in the early 1990s, and the appointment of David Dimbleby provided new energy in an attempt to reclaim the ‘glory days’ of the programme. Major reinventions – those that have incorporated new compositional elements or orchestrations – have occurred when there has been a change of government. The comparatively minor rerecording in 1994 therefore seems to reflect the arrival of the new presenter.

It is important to understand the background to the creation of the original theme music. During the winter of 1978 the Labour government faced industrial disputes, escalating unemployment and deteriorating public services; it was dubbed the ‘winter of discontent’. The Conservatives easily won the 1979 general election but would serve a full third term. Brown dropped any pretence of not wanting, or expecting, to move into the job and is widely believed to have pressured Blair to make an early departure.
Britain had shown itself to be progressive by electing the first female prime minister of any Western nation and had given Margaret Thatcher a clear mandate to reform economic decline. On arrival at 10 Downing Street on 4 May, Thatcher famously paraphrased the prayer of St Francis of Assisi: ‘Where there is despair may we bring hope.’ The nation had emphatically requested a change, and it was with a sense of hopefulness that the new Conservative government took office. It is in this context that the birth of *Question Time*, only four months into the new Conservative government, should be understood. In a number of ways Myers’s music reflects this hopefulness and optimism.

The dominant features of Myers score are a semi-quaver classical guitar pattern that generates momentum, and regular anacrusis and downbeat stabs that further contribute to the forward motion. The ‘melodic’ construction is modal with an avoidance of the raised 7th (G♯). The simple harmonic structure revolves around an A minor tonal centre, but 6th, major 7th and 9th chords add harmonic colour. Myers’s interest in jazz and light music is also reflected in the instrumentation which includes piano, amplified double bass and drum kit (Ex. 3.1).

In 1978 Myers’s music for the Vietnam War drama, *The Deer Hunter* (Cimino), brought him international recognition. The main theme ‘Cavatina’ had in fact been recorded by the classical guitarist John Williams long before. It first appeared in the film *The Walking Stick* (Till, 1970) and on the album *Changes* (1971). In 1976 jazz singer Cleo Laine wrote lyrics for the theme and recorded the song ‘He Was Beautiful’, accompanied by John Williams. Following the release of *The Deer Hunter* in 1978 Williams’s instrumental version of ‘Cavatina’ reached number 16 in the UK pop charts. The popularity of ‘Cavatina’ may have been an important factor in the decision to employ Myers as the composer for the *Question Time* theme; he may even have been encouraged to use the classical guitar as the centrepiece of the arrangement as a consequence. It is certainly a striking choice, quite unlike themes for other political programmes of the era. Indeed, the *Question Time* theme displays more than a passing resemblance to Isaac Albéniz’s *Asturias* which was originally written for piano, but is better known in its arrangement for solo guitar. A number of features suggest—though not as strongly as might as full-blown temp-track—that *Asturias* was certainly an influence on Myers’s thinking. In particular, comparisons could be drawn between the constant semiquaver movement over a pedal note, the modal melodic construction and the sudden *fortissimo* chord stabs that appear later in the piece (Ex. 3.2).  

31 The Conservatives won 339 seats compared to Labour’s 269. The swing to the Conservatives of 5.2 per cent was the largest since 1945. Thatcher’s win reflected the intense dissatisfaction with the Labour government as much as an endorsement of Conservative policies, but the desire for change was unequivocal.

32 Cube Records, producer: Stanley Myers (Fly/Fly 5, April 1971).

33 Myers had worked with John Williams on *The Deerhunter* and may well have been familiar with Williams’s own recording of *Asturias*. 
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Example 3.1  Stanley Myers, *Question Time*, basic thematic material
An important sociocultural influence is the fact that international package tourism flourished in the 1970s and 1980s, when millions of middle-class Brits went in search of a fortnight’s relaxation on beaches in Benidorm, the Costa del Sol or Mallorca and returned wearing a giant sombrero or carrying a stuffed donkey. Spain was exotic, but not too exotic. As Karen O’Reilly has shown in her ethnographic study of communities living in the south of Spain, expatriates consistently emphasized the idea of ‘continuity and change’. They came on holiday, but stayed for the weather and the quality of life. It was just like home – not least because resorts were full of otherBrits – but hotter. The use of the guitar in Question Time arguably taps into the particularly British obsession with Spain during this period. The popularity of recordings by John Williams and Julian Bream is part of the same cultural movement.

The Question Time theme also represents a more ‘feminine’ mode of scoring than other political programmes of the time such as Panorama, another long-running BBC current affairs programme first broadcast in 1953. Panorama’s thundering timpani, incisive brass and syncopated patterns epitomize – following Tagg’s and Clarida’s definitions – a masculine mode of scoring. Myers’s Question Time theme, then, sits somewhere in between stereotypical representations of masculine and feminine in television music, perhaps because the late 1970s and early 1980s witnessed the appearance of the masculinized woman, particularly in the workplace, where pronounced shoulder-pads and power dressing became commonplace. American television imports such as Dallas and Dynasty further emphasized this representation. Thatcher herself was mocked for being more masculine than her male cabinet colleagues. The extremely popular satirical puppet programme Spitting Image, for example, portrayed her as a fascist hermaphrodite: wearing power suits, using urinals and smoking cigars (see Fig. 3.2).

The most striking aspect of Myers’s manuscript score is that there are significant differences between it and the recorded broadcast version. As far as can be ascertained, this is the only manuscript source in existence (Fig. 3.3). The score is written in Myers’s own hand and represents his orchestration, rather than that undertaken by an orchestrator from a sketch. Although they appear in the score, there is no string orchestra, bassoon, flute or harp countermelody, or cadential use of the horn in the broadcast version. The hi-hat plays a steady crotchet pattern and not the semiquaver pattern as it is notated. Furthermore, the entire B section of the ternary form score is not used for the broadcast version. In short, Myers’s broadcast music is a significantly pared-down version of the musical material contained within the score.

37 The MS is part of the Stanley Myers collection held at the Royal College of Music, London. The materials were donated to the institution by Nicholas Myers (Stanley’s son) and consist of 18 A3 boxes of full scores for film and television. There are no parts. Scores are not normally held by television companies, so it is unlikely that further sources exist.

38 The B section appears on the second page of a three-page score and consists of 8 x 4/4 bars plus a 2/4 bar with a repeat.
Figure 3.3  *Question Time*, Stanley Myers, p. 1 of 3. Source: Stanley Myers Archive, Royal College of Music
There are a number of potential reasons for these differences. There is no date on the manuscript score so it is not clear when it was composed. It could be a draft version or might equally represent Myers original concept with budget restrictions or directorial influence resulting in the final pared-down version. Alternatively, the score may have been created for some other purpose, such as a soundtrack CD or for concert performance. Although Myers died in 1993, an album of his film and television music – including the music for Question Time – was posthumously released in 2001. However, the arrangement on that CD does not bear a close relation to the manuscript score either. It is possible that Myers took the score into the studio and made alterations or recorded different versions during the session. In current industry practice composers produce extensive demos of their work on digital audio workstations, and the director can hear a detailed mock-up of a cue before a single note is recorded. This was not the case in the late 1970s when Myers’s use of technology would have extended to a stopwatch, piano and pencil. The first time the director would have heard the music proper would have been in the recording session itself, leading to potentially greater variance from notated page to recorded artefact. In any case, the manuscript score bears no close relation to any of the existing recorded versions, which raises challenging questions about the value and relevance of such source materials.

**Reinvention: Rule Britannia?**

It was not until 1990 that Myers’s theme was first reinvented, a change that coincides with the arrival of the new prime minister, John Major. In 1989 he had inherited a deeply divided Conservative Party and was unable to prevent the rifts from tearing them apart. Major was mercilessly lampooned in the press, in particular by Guardian cartoonist Steve Bell who portrayed him wearing his underpants outside his trousers in an uptight and feeble imitation of superman (Fig. 3.4). Equally, on Spitting Image, Major’s puppet was literally a grey man (in comparison to the other colourful puppets) who ate dinner with his wife in deathly silence, occasionally saying ‘Nice peas, dear’.

---

40 It has also been suggested that the score might have been written originally as a piece of library music which the Question Time producers asked Myers to rearrange for their purposes. However, it would seem to be an extraordinary coincidence for the composer to write a piece of library music that just happened to have the same title as a new television programme. This illustrates some of the potential challenges to dealing with source materials The minimal attempts at preservation of film music sources worldwide is a huge failing of the discipline. As Stephen H. Wright observes it may ‘well be the largest obstacle to the widespread advancement of film music scholarship’: H. Stephen Wright, ‘The Materials of Film Music: Their Nature and Accessibility’, in Clifford McCarty (ed.), *Film Music 1* (New York, 1989), p. 5
Figure 3.4  Three Cows on My Pants,⁴¹ Steve Bell, Guardian, 20 June 1996. Reprinted by permission of Steve Bell

The buttoned-up Britishness Major was perceived to represent was best exemplified by the phrase ‘back to basics’ which he coined in a speech in 1993 and which was an attempt to revitalize the government after the financial disaster of Black Wednesday.⁴² ‘Back to basics’ was generally understood as a moral campaign

---

⁴¹ This is a parody of ‘Three Lions’ which was the official anthem of the England football team for the 1996 European Championships. The music was written by The Lightning Seeds and the lyrics were penned by comedians Frank Skinner and David Baddiel. The title of the song is derived from the English coat of arms. Steve Bell’s reference to ‘three cows’ mocks Major’s handling of the bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) – more commonly known as mad cow disease – crisis. The epidemic was caused by feeding cows the remains of other cattle in the form of meat and bone meal. Nearly 4.5 million cattle were slaughtered in an attempt to eradicate the disease, and the European Commission banned unsafe British beef. In 1996 the link between BSE and variant CJD, the human form of the disease, was publicly acknowledged for the first time. Further cartoons of John Major drawn by Steve Bell can be seen at the British Cartoon Archive which is housed at the University of Kent.

⁴² Black Wednesday was the name given to 16 September 1992 when the Conservative government was forced to withdraw sterling from the European exchange rate mechanism as it was unable to keep the pound above its agreed lower limit following pressure from foreign exchange traders and speculators. Estimates of the loss to the British taxpayer vary between £3.3 billion and £27 billion.
emphasizing a romanticized, patriotic and innocent view of Britain of the 1950s. Ironically, the basics that most of the Conservative Party seemed to be getting back to involved illegal activities, sexual impropriety and abuses of power. In addition, the party was in the throes of destroying itself over the United Kingdom’s relationship with the European Union. It is in this context that the first major reinvention of the Question Time music is striking. The wholesome Elgarian musical gestures assert and emphasize a pompous, nationalist pride – a stiff upper lip combined with nostalgia for cucumber sandwiches and tea on the lawn with the vicar. The music represents an image of the nation that the government wished to portray but which increasingly clashed with reality.

The Performing Rights Society records are somewhat unclear, but we can speculate that this reinvention was by BBC Radiophonic Workshop composer Dick Mills. Although the same \( z = 120 \) tempo as Myers’s original it feels much slower. This is partly because the reinvention is more stately, ostentatious and ‘Classical’ in approach. The solo guitar has been replaced by piano and busy string countermelodies adorn the semiquaver pattern. In fact, so melodramatic are the countermelodies with constant running parallel 3rds and 6ths that they downgrade the centrality and importance of the semiquaver pattern. The arranger even makes slight alterations to the main theme in order to better accommodate this contrapuntal movement. The anacrusis upbeats have disappeared but are occasionally replaced by glissando flourishes. There is no regular drum pattern driving the arrangement forward. The result is a heavier sound, and the ostentatious music aims to generate an impression of rigorous substance and dramatic magnitude.

This sense of self-importance is also reflected in the revised graphics. Previously, images of the panel members were intercut with simple graphic designs based around the letter Q. In the reinvented version, however, icons representing the economy, justice and a map of the nation are used instead, each embedded within a tall-backed chair. The palm of a hand is used as the symbol for asking a question and acts as the centrepiece of the design. It is surely no coincidence that these graphics and the studio set match the green leather and brown wood panelling of

---

43 These included: Michael Mates’s resignation as Northern Ireland Minister over his links with a fugitive tycoon; Tim Yeo’s resignation after an extramarital affair resulted in him fathering a love-child with a Tory councillor; Stephen Milligan’s death from an autoerotic asphyxiation accident; Neil Hamilton’s acceptance of cash for questions; and Jonathan Aitken’s procurement of prostitutes for businessmen, and his subsequent conviction and prison sentence for perjury and perverting the course of justice. Even the mild-mannered prime minister himself had an extramarital affair with his environment minister, Edwina Currie, although this was not revealed until after he had left office.

44 That approach is the sort of musical style that was parodied by programmes such as Little Britain only ten years later, which used a pompous, expansive theme to mock the idea of British identity as it is presented outwards to the rest of the world.

45 Because the programme’s end credits during this period do not list either the composer or arranger, the Performing Rights Society, which collects royalties on behalf of composers, provides one way of identifying who composed a particular work.
the central chamber of the House of Commons. The studio is presented, therefore, as a space of vital national debate equal in importance to parliament.

Reinvention: Cool Britannia?

Tony Blair came to power on 2 May 1997 with a landslide victory. There was a sense of relief that 18 years of Conservative rule had come to an end, and something like a state of euphoria gripped the nation. Throughout the election campaign the D:Ream song ‘Things Can Only Get Better’ had been used as a New Labour anthem. The country was desperate for a change, which Blair embodied. In the early hours of the morning after election day Blair exclaimed, ‘A new dawn has broken, has it not?’ and his messianic zeal seemed perfectly reasonable. On arrival at Downing Street massive crowds had gathered, and Blair was greeted like a rock star. He exuded optimism and possessed a natural ability to gauge the public mood. Indeed, this is arguably the principal feature of the Blair years. He understood the importance of the media and that controlling it was the key to political success. Blair appointed Alastair Campbell as his director of communications and strategy and he was given wide-ranging power to direct civil servants, even though he was unelected. The management of information and the attempt to provide positive exposure of the government’s policies to key stakeholders became a central New Labour focus, and Campbell was frequently referred to by the pejorative term ‘spin doctor’. Scholars such as Dominic Wring have referred to this political era as the ‘public relations state’.46 While evaluations of Blair as a parliamentarian differ, he is acknowledged to be a highly skilful media performer, appearing modern, charismatic, informal and articulate. Eric Louw explains that this kind of politician is, in fact, a function of the late 1990s media environment:

To be pre-selected as a politician now required displaying an understanding of, and willingness to behave in accordance with, the requirements of hyped politics, and to stick to the script provided by impression managers. This has impacted on the political machine’s staffing profile, so that it can be argued, televisualization impacts not only upon the hype dimension, but also upon the policy, dimension of the political process.47

Rather than the stately graphics of the 1990 version, the 1998 Question Time opening title sequence emphasizes action and energy. The focus is no longer on the panel members; instead, the public is centralized with animated faces and vigorous

---


hand gestures. Asking a question, it seems, involves confrontational gesticulation. Here is a population that is passionate and gets things done. The new version of the theme was reinvented by Matthew Strachan, who had previously composed the music for a number of television programmes including the global hit *Who Wants to be a Millionaire?*. More than anything, the reinvented music seemed to capture New Labour’s personification of a vibrant and energetic Britain. The most striking change is that the tempo is considerably faster at $\dot{=} = 132$ with a drum backbeat running throughout. In describing his modifications, Strachan explains: ‘The most significant element would have been the electronic rhythm section which I think is what the producers wanted. Ironically, it’s the aspect of the arrangement I don’t like much.’48 Strachan’s comment suggests that he was pressured by the producers to add the percussive elements as a reflection of contemporary fashion in scoring practice. Furthermore, Strachan’s interpretation is that this particular musical feature – in light of Blair’s media charisma – was designed specifically to reflect the rise of New Labour. The instrumentation also includes distortion electric guitar, perhaps an allusion to the fact that, in his youth, Blair played guitar in the band Ugly Rumours. In the early phases of Blair’s premiership, publicity opportunities

48 Matthew Strachan, e-mail to author, 26 March 2007.
highlighting these rock-star credentials were sought time and again (Fig. 3.5). Blair famously held a drinks reception on 30 July 1997 which later became known as the Cool Britannia party. Invited guests included an eclectic mix of pop and rock stars, actors, designers, contemporary artists and businesspeople, most of whom were Labour supporters. The enduring image, widely published in the press, was of the prime minister sipping champagne with anarchic Oasis front-man Noel Gallagher. Cool Britannia summed up a mood of optimism and a renewal of British pride and this is reflected in Strachan’s reinvention.49

They wanted it to sound contemporary, which is the brief given by any TV producer! Essentially I provided a generic, piano-led, current affairs arrangement with a back beat. I think the desire to update the theme on the part of the producers certainly seems to chime with the ascension of New Labour.50

Strachan explains that as part of the scoring process, ‘I was given what I guessed was the original arrangement of the tune with the guitar at the centre. I elected to give the melody to piano though it is distinctly unpianistic’.51 Strachan’s reference to Myers’s ‘original’ guitar version is not entirely accurate. In fact he was provided with the 1994 version, which is of unknown origin, although remarkably close to Myers’s original. When each arranger is commissioned they receive a recording of the current theme tune from which they generate their own version. The result is rather like the playground game of Chinese whispers; the music mutates with each iteration reflecting the arranger’s prioritized listening. Composers react locally rather than longitudinally. Strachan elected to give the main semiquaver melody to the piano yet seemed unaware, for example, that a version with piano as the lead instrument had been created in 1990. A historical perspective is not brought to the task; rather, a reflection of the cultural climate of the moment shapes the scoring process: ‘I certainly had a sense of how to make it more in line with current affairs themes which were around at the time – mostly a matter of instrumentation.’52

Instrumentation here refers as much to the means of production as the sounds sources that are used. Strachan’s music is technologically mediated and generated in its entirety on his digital audio workstation. Both the software and hardware used and the collection of samples all define the sound-palette. Indeed, the soundworld – particularly the use of choral samples – bears comparison to that used in Who Wants to be a Millionaire? The sound is defined by the technology used and the resources available to the composer at particular points in history. Equally, the use of technology has the effect of dating the work: what seems cutting-edge one year is antiquated the following.

50 Strachan, e-mail to author, 26 March 2007.
51 Ibid.
52 Ibid.
Reinvention: Dour Britannia?

The most recent reinvention took place in 2006, prior to Gordon Brown’s premiership in 2007. An important aspect of the working practice, in contrast to the examples explored thus far, is that the reinvention was undertaken by Mcasso Music Productions, a collective of composers who each produce an individual demo and then work together when the producers have identified the route they wish to pursue, rather like a graphic design company. Mcasso state that they ‘work individually and as a team, discussing each project together with the production department to provide clients with a diverse choice of tracks from which a master can be chosen’. It is easy to see how this approach is appealing to television producers, providing them with a greater choice and potential flexibility. Composer Toby Jarvis explains how Mcasso came to be hired:

Very simply, the Exec Producer of the programme is a friend of mine. They wanted to update the set, the titles and the graphics. I persuaded him to ask me to tender a new ‘revamped’ version of the music. Four of our composers would each supply a different demo/orchestration from which the client could pick their favourite, and then work up to a master.

The collaborative approach employed by Mcasso challenges the common notion of the solitary auteur composer. As Vera John-Steiner observes, the twentieth century was moulded by the ‘Western belief in individualism’ but ‘careful scrutiny of how knowledge is constructed and artistic forms are shaped reveals a different reality’. This buried reality has been consistently undervalued in many disciplines, but particularly so in screen music studies. The concept of creation as a social, rather than individual, process is embedded in the collaborative nature of almost all screen production processes, yet composers have frequently been positioned as individuals with little or no reference to the industrial, political or creative processes that surround them during the making of a film or television programme.

53 The four composers who produced Question Time demos were Toby Jarvis, Stuart Hancock, Mike Connaris and Ben Foster. Mcasso Music Productions has since undergone a change in some of their personnel.
55 Toby Jarvis, e-mail to author, 4 April 2007.
represents a failure to reflect how creativity interacts with political structures. Researchers often start from a position of supposed objectivity, justified by positivist attitudes and validated knowledge. When production processes are explored, however, different premises frequently present themselves. Radical misunderstandings or disagreements, naivety or prejudice on the part of those who control sight and script, as well as effective or ineffective communication patterns, may reveal more about the nature of screen music than we have been able to identify thus far. Consequently, Mcasso’s approach not only highlights deficiencies in the field, but also challenges ideas about the development of musical materials in a collaborative context and how these might differ from more traditional practice. Jarvis explains the collective aesthetic approach to the task:

We were given the old title music and old graphic sequence. As everyone knows the music so well, we felt we couldn’t rewrite it. Just give it a kick up the backside. It sounded very dated and limp. One of our demos had a violin playing the old piano line. They hated that! We tried to bring some contemporary sounds and beats to it. I wanted it to sound like it had been produced by a contemporary dance band, someone like Faithless.58

It is interesting to note the recurrent focus on the outdated nature of the previous version. Jarvis talks about the ‘old piano’ line and explains that the collective were provided with the ‘old title music and old graphic sequence’ as a reference which needed a ‘kick up the backside’.59 The emphasis on the notion of the outmoded, archaic and obsolete seems to be the principal motivating factor in the compositional thought process: ‘We wanted people to think how cool the new arrangement was.’60 Just as with Matthew Strachan’s version previously, the intention was to reflect contemporary tastes in the means of production, yet the source for comparison is always the current version not the original material or any of the other previous reinventions.

It is clear that Mcasso agreed ground rules before each composer developed their arrangement. Initially, the central semiquaver thematic material was transcribed: ‘The only thing we notated down was the piano part.’61 As the identifiable brand, Myers’s theme was perceived to be fundamental although, interestingly, Jarvis notes that this was not a specific requirement of the production team: ‘We were not asked to keep or ditch anything in particular.’62 The importance of Myers’s material seems to rest in the concept of familiarity because Mcasso did not want to ‘scare

58 Jarvis, e-mail to author, 4 April 2007. Faithless is a British band most famous for the dance songs ‘Insomnia’ and ‘God is a DJ’. Their music frequently blurs the boundaries between different genres, and elements of hip-hop, dance music and contemporary jazz can be heard on many of their records.
59 Jarvis, e-mail to author, 4 April 2007.
60 Ibid.
61 Ibid.
62 Ibid.
people off or alienate the existing audience'. All the demos are at same tempo ($\approx 132$), in the same key, and have the exact same structure which consists of the full theme and cadential pattern which are then reduced in texture and repeated; finally, a slightly expanded version of the cadential pattern is used as a coda.

The preferred demo was by composer Ben Foster and although it is the dominant component in the final reinvention, elements from the other demos can also be heard. It has ‘some great 909 snare fills, and trance like string runs, rushes and dance music references’. Indeed, the most ‘contemporary’ feature of the final version is the use of sounds that are panned assertively across the stereo field and punctuate gestural phrase endings. The music represents work that is both individual and collective, and the use of technology allows for the detailed, creative interplay between the composers. Jarvis recalls that *Question Time* was ‘the first title sequence I’ve recorded and mixed entirely in Logic’. A digital audio workstation, such as Logic, is a complete project studio software environment for recording, creating, mixing and mastering music. As each composer in Mcasso works with the same software, set-up and resources it is easy to transfer files and musical ideas. While one composer may take the lead, others can pitch in as necessary, providing a fresh pair of ears while mixing, for example. The result is the democratization of the composition process as mediated through technology.

There are two central aspects to the final reinvention. First, the style is updated to sound more contemporary and that style is synonymous with the particular technological means of its production. Yet equally, rather than a development of the musical material, there is a greater emphasis on repetition within the new structure. The memorable cadential pattern is repeated three times and is used to punctuate various moments of structural importance in the presentation of the guests and the audience. The central section of the piece now serves to accompany short, snappy introductions to the guests from the presenter. In previous versions the guests were always introduced separately after the music had finished. Here, the revised structure generates a sense of urgency and immediacy; we are introduced to the protagonists in a tense political drama. In addition, Myers’s original semiquaver pattern is often reduced to a simple oscillating minor third functioning like a ‘‘till-ready’ bar. The theme is more serious and weighty and, though full of contemporary features, does not have quite the ‘pizzazz’ of the previous version. It is not as radical. In relation to the current British government the reduction of the thematic material to minor thirds at various points and the recurrent repetition of the cadential mnemonic arguably suggest a form of efficient, no-nonsense politics. Though not as pompous as the 1990 reinvention, it is more solemn than the 1998 version.

At the time of writing it is impossible to predict whether Gordon Brown will continue with a modernizing agenda similar to that which marked Tony Blair’s premiership before him. It is interesting to note, however, that press representations

---

63 Ibid.
64 Ibid.
65 Ibid.
of Brown have been consistently marked by attacks on his personality, focusing either on a lack of certainty in his decision-making or concentrating on his perceived sternness, ill-humour and gloominess. For example, the satirical animated television programme *Headcases* – in many ways the successor to *Spitting Image* – represents Brown as a modern-day version of Scrooge from Dickens’s *A Christmas Carol* (Fig. 3.6). Instead of ‘bah, humbug!’ this may be the beginning of a political era that will be referred to a Dour Britannia.66

Figure 3.6  Gordon Brown as represented in *Headcases* (ITV) © Headcases/ITV

**Conclusions**

While some scholars argue that programmes like *Question Time* do not represent true political activity, I would argue that they are in fact a vital part of how British democracy is articulated in the twenty-first century. *Question Time* is much more than a simple barometer of public opinion; it is a public sphere of discursive interaction that plays a large role in bridging the gap between our unrealized political ideals and our lived social relationships. It is surely no coincidence that reinventions to the *Question Time* theme have occurred, principally, at moments where there is a change of prime minister, where the renewal of leadership provides a clear focus for national concerns and future directions. Indeed, the most striking change to the theme music occurs as the government changes from Conservative to New Labour,

66 I am grateful to Tom Service for first suggesting the idea of Dour Britannia.
reflecting the euphoria that accompanied Tony Blair’s initial arrival. I do not want to suggest solely that the music mirrors political transfer, but perhaps more contentiously that political change itself is a function of an evolving society that can be represented through its cultural outputs. The aesthetic choices composers and arrangers make are not divorced from the social climate that surrounds them. The musical reinventions are bound to erupt when social, political, cultural and technological fault lines collide. At the time of writing – some 30 years after the first broadcast – a number of transformations have been witnessed: a shift from the individual composer to the collective, from analogue to digital, from ‘scored’ to ‘sequenced’, and from the recording studio session to the project studio. In addition, the reinvented theme music has symbolized the changing British political spectrum as represented by its figureheads: Thatcher, Major, Blair and Brown. It is extraordinary that 30 seconds of music can act as a rich repository of meaning that reveals to its audience – the British nation – how it perceives itself.